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Join us to increase the world's emotional intelligence
Scientific, Global and Practical Solutions




















We are your partners to develop emotional intelligence in your business or community.

Six Seconds supports individuals and organizations to learn, measure and practice emotional intelligence. From families to schools to Fortune 500 companies, our goal is to have 1 billion people practicing emotional intelligence skills.

 

Emotional intelligence for:          Business          Education         Coaching         Personal Growth         Parenting













Emotional Intelligence is being smarter with feelings.




Learn how to practice emotional intelligence for better relationships, stronger wellbeing, greater effectiveness, and a higher quality of life.












We’ve got people problems.

Most of the world’s challenges aren’t due to a lack of data or technical skills, they’re emotional and relational. Stress and complexity are on the rise, and wellbeing & employee engagement are falling. It’s time for more people-skills.




Evidence-based Solutions
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Emotional intelligence is the solution.

Research links emotional intelligence to life success, including critical success factors like relationships, effectiveness, wellbeing, and quality of life. It’s the foundation of healthy people, families, schools, communities and organizations.

Emotional intelligence for:          Business          Education         Coaching         Personal Growth         Nonprofits         Parenting

















Why Six Seconds?

Six Seconds is the complete solution for emotional intelligence. With a suite of validated assessment tools, a transformational learning methodology, supportive community and 25 years of experience, we are here to help you solve your most pressing problems.




About Us
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“Six Seconds is more than an organization with excellent resources and training programs.  It is a community that has supported my work, my world and my purpose.  It is a movement that is essential to the survival of humanity and is actually making a difference.  I am honored to learn, work and be a part of this community.



Adrienne Seal
Founder and Principal Coach, Spirit Tree Consulting











“The leadership and mentorship of Six Seconds’ instructors are top notch…. What I have learned through their programs will forever impact me personally and professionally. Thank you!”



Angie Maurer
VP of Product, Faro Health














How We Can Support You

Grow your emotional intelligence with our global community of practitioners.
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Learn


Resources & eLearning

Learn emotional intelligence from the comfort of your home or office and be who you want to be.
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Measure


Tools & Assessments

Explore Six seconds’ suite of validated emotional intelligence tools for individuals and groups.
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Grow


Certification Courses

Jumpstart your personal or organizational growth by investing in emotional intelligence.
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Connect


Events

Join us online or in-person to experience our diverse, committed community of change makers.
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Explore


Case Studies

Read case studies of Six Seconds tools & methods transforming organizations for the better.
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Join


Partnerships

Long-term, impactful partnerships are central to achieving our mission. Will you join us?













Our Blog

Read the latest articles from Six Seconds.
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Coaching Down the Escalator: 3 Emotional Intelligence Tips for Coaches to Reduce Volatility & De-escalate Conflict in a Polarized World

by Joshua Freedman | Mar 6, 2024 | Six Seconds
As people become more volatile around us, our brains’ natural response is to also become more reactive. Coaching provides a perfect opportunity to step out of this cycle of escalation, but it’s a difficult emotional puzzle; here’s a map of the process with three emotional intelligence tips for coaches.
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Dr. Daniel Goleman Explains the History of Emotional Intelligence

by Joshua Freedman | Feb 29, 2024 | Six Seconds
Daniel Goleman explains the history of emotional intelligence – and why EQ is important in business, education & life.
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Jacqui Butler & Svetlana Suvorova

by Maddalena Campitelli | Feb 21, 2024 | EQ Life, Six Seconds
When Jacqui Butler and Svetlana Suvorova met in Six Seconds’ EQ Coach Certification program in 2022, they clicked right away. After building a strong connection of mutual support and collaboration, they recently launched a joint venture, LeadEQ, to support women leaders. This is their story of finding EQ, each other, and a deeply meaningful path of professional growth.
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Elmo Said WHAT? Research & Tips for Emotions for Wellbeing – EQ Education

by Patty Freedman | Feb 6, 2024 | EQ Education
When Elmo asked, LOTS of people answered. Checking in on emotions is a great step, but not enough for lasting wellbeing. Let’s put EQ into action this month!
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Emotional Intelligence at Work: Stress Is (Still) Rising Globally. Here Are 3 Evidence-Based Solutions

by Michael Miller | Feb 5, 2024 | EQ Business, Six Seconds
Globally, 44% of employees globally reported feeling stressed A LOT of the day yesterday. Here are 3 solutions to reduce stress.
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The Upside of Uncertainty: Neuroscience for Coaching

by Joshua Freedman | Jan 30, 2024 | Six Seconds
How bad is uncertainty  for you, for your clients, for the world? Uncertainty is a problematic feeling – yet it’s also essential in coaching because it signals learning and growth. Here’s how.
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Get In Touch

Fill in this form and one of our team members will be in touch shortly.



 







 

+1 831 763 1800

PO Box 1985. Freedom, CA 95019, USA

















Tools for Certified Members…
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Account Login

login, change password
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Tools System

manage assessments
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EQ.org

cert eLearning & library
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Knowledge Base

get how-to info
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Help Desk

get tech support
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Contact Us

we’re here to help











Plus for everyone…
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EQ Store

buy resources
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TFA Online

TFA cards app
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Event Calendar

quickly find all classes
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 Six Seconds is a community of changemakers contributing to a world of insight, connection, and purpose.



We think the world would be a better place if a billion people were practicing the skills of emotional intelligence (EQ). So, we research and share scientific, global, transformational tools & methods to support that goal.



Important Links
 	Upcoming Events

	Certification Training

	The EQ Store

	Shopping Cart

	Emotional Intelligence tests

	Terms of Use & Privacy Policy
	Contact

	Subscribe! Resource-filled free email newsletters on EQ + coaching, education, business 






Follow Us



Follows


	


Facebook

75.1k
Followers






	


Twitter

9.4k
Followers






	


LinkedIn

16.6k
Followers






	


YouTube

19.2k
Followers






	


Instagram

6.8k
Followers
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TEST




"testing testing testing testing"
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Not ready to buy your ticket for the EQ community event of the year? No problem! Sign up here and get this inside story on EQCON and all the developments
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